NEXT GENERAL MEETING
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
DOORS OPEN AT 5:30

COMMODORE’S COMMENTS
By Ann Watson
Beer Can Friday Night Dinners are winding down
with the last one on September 4 after which we’ll
decide if the momentum is still there to open every
Friday. Social Chair Telesha has agreed to organize the remaining Friday nights. The commodore
and board will handle the two General Meeting Fridays with pizza. Then starting September 18 there
are six non-meeting Fridays, taking us through November 6. Because of the prep work necessary for
TYC’s Annual Dinner on November 14, there will
be no dinner the Friday before. And since Thanksgiving will be fast upon us, we'll pause for the holidays, resuming in 2016 as the new watch sees fit.
However, Telesha cannot be responsible for opening and closing the club and working in the galley
all of these Fridays. That's why I want to discuss
an officer of the day (OOD) program at the September 11 General Meeting.
A variety of clubs have OOD programs. Some of
them provide incentives to members who serve.
We cannot give away free drinks but could provide
a free meal for that night.
September 2015 We could brainstorm over
other ways to incentivize
Westerlies
folks. This could be done
Important Dates
on a volunteer basis, but
Commodore’s Cruise someone would have to
maintain a list and make
to Angel Island
sure volunteers show up.
September 18-20
For catered events we
would also need one or
Westerlies Deadline
two servers if not providSeptember 25
ed by the caterer. (Food

trucks don't present this issue but the proceeds all
go to the truck.) The board has stated that clean-up
help may be hired for events of more than 40 as
long as the cost comes from the proceeds. But we
have yet to find such helpers. The same is true
with bartenders; we've tried to hire for the bigger
events but professionals are hard to schedule because they are in such demand. We're going to try
one more Bar Stars training once everyone is back
from their summer vacations. I’m happy to see new
members enjoying tending bar as a way to meet
folks.
But the easiest way to share the load of being
open every Friday is to move to an OOD program.
The OOD would be responsible for opening the
club (if needed) and supervising the galley and bar
clean-up. He or she would count out the galley and
bar if needed and would be responsible for making
sure the bar and club are properly closed up, including taking out the trash. Even if we are using
professional help, we cannot delegate such closing
responsibilities to them.
There has been some desire to move to a part-time
general manager. But the recent Federal Express
and Uber decisions on independent contractors
make this difficult. So for now I really believe OOD
is the solution. A core group of volunteers have
been doing this duty, which needs to be shared
more equitably if we want to stay open every Friday night.
Also part and parcel of how to handle being open
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Submit Articles or Photos to
Westerlies
Westerlies is the monthly newsletter of the Tiburon
Yacht Club. We welcome interesting, relevant
stories, as well as photographs from members and
non-members alike.
Westerlies is distributed both by mail and online at
www.tyc.org.
Submissions may be sent electronically to the
editor at sheila@tonic.to. Deadline is usually the
last Monday of the last full week of each month,
but is always listed in the Calendar of Events,
which appears both online and at the end of each
issue of Westerlies.
All submissions will be edited for grammar, content, size and relevancy. Inclusion is up to the
editor’s discretion.
Westerlies can always use good photographs. Members are encouraged to pull
out their phones or cameras at any of our
events, snap a few shots, and email them to the
editor. In addition, TYC has a small camera available at the club for any member to use during clubhouse events. Please use this camera to take
snapshots at any time, especially if there is no
“official” photographer on site. If you let me know,
resulting photos will be picked up from the club for
possible inclusion in Westerlies.
~Sheila Lyons, Editor
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Wednesday Night Dominos at TYC
Games from 7:00-9:00pm
$5 Pizza or Hot Dogs starting at 6:30pm
Bar will be open for wine, beer and
non-alcoholic beverages
Novice players welcome!
Contact David Smith or Sonja Conta:
samuraismith@comcast.net 415-435-6699 sonjaconta@comcast.net 415-435-9513
Come and play, have fun! Bring dominos if you have them.
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The Social Scene
By Ann Watson

TYC Reels One In at a Raucous Salmon Derby
What a rollicking good time we had at the 10th Almost Annual Salmon Derby! There
were fish tales of the ones that got away, salmon leaping to briny freedom from nets,
sharks being caught and several whales breaching near both ocean-going boats. Trip
Ames and crew caught some Bloody Marys at an unnamed yacht club in Belvedere.
They claimed their fish locker was robbed while they were inside imbibing, but we all
know better. While Marshall Gross and crew went outside the Gate and Jerry McNulty's
posse went all the way to Duxbury, Walt and Nancy Bilofsky, Bob Horton and Trip
Ames and crew plied the Bay waters of California City to no avail. Where was that 32
pounder caught there just the weekend before, we all asked? But it was a first timer who saved the day. TYC
member and newbie angler Dave Eichhorn pulled in the only salmon of the day, off of Solitaire. Salmon judges
Stan Behrens and Bob Mott in absentia quickly agreed it was the winner and the bar was declared open.
Dave's salmon weighed 12+ pounds, but how were we to feed 60 folks off just that one fish? The solution? The
commodore authorized Walt Bilofsky to go fishing in the Mollie Stone river for 16 pounds of fresh coho filets. The
Solitaire crew got first dibs on the wild salmon, proudly filleted by Dave's mom, Mimi. But all seemed to enjoy
their fresh salmon accompanied by rice salad, mixed green salad with juicy tomatoes, haricot verts almandine,
fresh fruit salad and sweet watermelon. The homemade onion dip at the bar was a big hit. Thanks to Jackie Royal, the tables were adorned with centerpieces of derbies with fishing poles bearing fish and trailing nets.
At the awards ceremony, we inaugurated a new TYC Salmon Derby trophy, soon to be inscribed with the names
of the 10 winners over the years. Every angler got a valuable prize, including shirts, a lucky fishing hat, very fishy
swim trunks, salmon lures, salmon weights and gift certificates among other prizes. Vice Commodore Nancy got
the double-sided, really sharp bait knife. Keep that in mind next year if
she asks you to do something. For some reason, no one claimed the
NEW MEMBERS PULL OFF
ashtray positing "Old fishermen never die, they just smell that way." Our
S
UCCESSFUL TYC DINNER
thanks go to Scott at Western Boat and Richard at The Seafood Peddler for their generous gift certificates.
July 31 – A pasta and meatballs dinner
There are so many thanks to extend to everyone who helped. I had a
cooked by new members were enjoyed by
terrific galley crew of Patty Cerf, Barbara Henderson, Susan Hoehler,
over 70 diners, thanks to Ben and Kelly PalSuzanne Jolma, Sondra Blake, Betsy Price and Donna Gravely. Suaima and Rae Ann Gustafson with an assist
zanne Jolma and John Orvis did the first bar shift, followed by Shirley
from Ruth Fults. Other new members helping
Vaughn who stayed for the duration. Our salmon grillers were Suzanne
with the successful event were bartenders
Jolma, Betsy Price and guest Nancy Shepperd. Jane Clark, Jill Ames,
Val Carter and Jack Wernick, servers John
Susan Hoehler, Suzanne Jolma, Sondra Blake, Barbara Lonn, Peg
Carter and Micherice Tao’s mom, Derice, as
Murphy and John Orvis made clean-up of the galley and striking the
well as clean-up helper David Eichhorn. They
tables and chairs quick work. Many others helped make the club spotall deserve our heartfelt thanks for taking on
less for the rental the next day. Please forgive me if I failed to mention
this delicious event.
your name. It was fast and furious at the end.
Additional thanks go to Carole and Gerry
Gunn for setting up, Shirley Vaughan for barA big thanks to all the anglers who made this salmon derby possible.
tending, Lon and Susie Woodrum for cleaning
Marshall Gross on Solitaire took out John Pesce, Doug Hartley, Dave
up, Donna Gravely and Nancy Bilofsky for
Eichhorn and Ron Kosciusko. Jerry McNulty went out on Searenity with
helping in the galley, and Jerry McNulty and
Cindy Bower, Pat Fryer and Brian Swayne. Trip Ames on Amore fished
his boat crew for taking down tables and
with Dick Selmeier, Jack Solomon and Mike Popovich, while Harry
chairs.
Blake drove and Nancy Sheppard provided a Title 9 touch. Walt and
Nancy Bilofsky plied the Bay, reels in hand, in Golden Phoenix. Bob
August 7 – Pizzas from Papa Murphy’s were
Horton fished solo off of Brigadoon. Past winner Stan Behrens was itchserved by Nancy and Walt Bilofsky with help
ing to go, but Hawkeye was laid up at List Marine. There's always next
from Shirley Vaughan, Lon and Susie Woodyear!
rum, Patty Cerf and Ian Matthew who tended
bar and pitched in with clean-up.
Thanks to everyone who helped pull this together at the eleventh hour
in a typical TYC scramble. Look for the trophy at the club soon. Think
Many thanks to all the volunteers for keeping
about adding your name to the list of winners. We absolutely must do
this year’s Friday Night Dinners alive!
this again. It's just too much fun!
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COMMODORE’S CRUISE & PICNIC RETURNS TO ANGEL ISLAND!
Friday, September 18 - Sunday, September 21
Come enjoy Saturday’s picnic lunch—the big event of the weekend—September 19 at noon.
Free to TYC members!
Arrive by boat or the Angel Island Ferry

B URGERS , D OGS & F IXINGS
B EER , W INE & S OFT D RINKS
Room for kids to play.
Shade for adults to “drink-reate”.

Bring a side dish or dessert to share.
Skippers encouraged to come by boat, either for the day or the whole weekend.
Those who boat over get mileage credit in the cruise program and a special
Commodore's Cruise pennant.
Slips available on a first come, first served basis, but only from dawn to dusk.
Snag a buoy if you want to spend the night or you can't find a slip.
TYC cruisers will snag some buoys for raft-ups. Only one boat per side allowed.

Cruisers contact Jon Price at ajp@ammservices.com
And racers can have a self timed, staggered start race on over. Start between Panda and Hopeful.
Finish line TBD. Just let Mariellen and the commodore know your times.

CALLING ALL MOVERS AND HAULERS!
Your commodore needs help transporting food and drink over to the island.
Contact her at watconsult@sbcglobal.net to volunteer.
RSVP at www.tyc.org
so we’ll know how much grub and pub to haul on over!
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(Commodore’s Comments continued…)

every Friday is whether to start only accepting credit cards at the club through the POS system. That would mean no
more cash to handle. No more cash to count out at the end of the evening. No more pouches to maintain and no more
lockbox envelops for the treasurer to pick up. It would all be accounted for within the POS system. And that means an
OOD would not need to supervise all this cash activity.
The previous watch wanted the POS in order to facilitate the use of more professional help at the club. My watch's first
decision was to act on the research done previously and secure the best deal on the current POS system. It is set up to
handle all transactions: drinks, food, apparel—anything that the club sells. You can run a tab or not. I've heard some folks
object to running a tab since one has to leave their credit card at the bar until it closes out. It's not clear if charging each
time instead of running a tab slows things too much. It's also not clear if the POS is discouraging folks from bartending. It
really is easy to use. Even your commodore, a notorious Luddite, can handle it.
So the board and flag would like to hear what you have to say. We've discussed these options at board meetings but have
made no decisions because we want your input. Please come give it to us in a constructive manner.
Switching gears, I cannot tell you how delighted I am that the Salmon Derby pulled itself together. As you'll see in my account later on, a terrific time and a salmon dinner was had by all. Next year perhaps holding the derby a bit later in the
season will provide for better angling. And by the time you read this, you may still be digesting Michael's delicious ribs and
fixin's. Collectively, TYC's version of surf and turf.
And praise be, the new website is soon to go live! More about that later, but a huge thanks to Walt and Ken and Eric. It's
such a great accomplishment to celebrate.
Let's also celebrate and give thanks for the dredging in the harbor.
Here’s hoping fall's slide into the holiday season will be a fun filled ride.

8 Bells for Doug Aikins

Enzo’s Corner

Our very dear friend and most enthusiastic Ka-Nina crew
member, Doug Aikins, sailed on to the great beyond on
August 21, while battling cancer.

What’s Happening
for Kids at TYC

Doug joined TYC in 2013/14, and was an enthusiastic
supporter. For years he raced the Friday night races
whenever Ka-Nina could make it out . We will greatly miss
Doug’s boundless and positive energy, his quick wit, and
his excellent taste in champagne and cigars. He was the
ultimate outdoorsman, enjoying hunting, camping, rowing
and, of course, sailing.

Hi Friends,
Hope you are enjoying your first week of school! Summer
has come to an end but the weather is only going to get
more beautiful in the Cay these next few months. Come
on down to the club on Friday nights for a bite to eat and
play in the grassy area with me! My mom will be lining up
food trucks and catered dinners on Fridays once racing
ends in mid-September.

Doug was an accomplished land use and environmental
lawyer, had served in the US Navy, and raised two great
sons, Ross and Andy, and a stepson, Michael.

Also, the club now has Nintendo Wii set up on the TV
above the fireplace! Isn't that exciting? Up to eight people
can play at a time!

We will miss you Doug!
~Gary and Erin Stypulkoski

Watch upcoming emails for a Movie Night out on the
grass as well as the Kids' Halloween Party scheduled for
the weekend before Halloween.
As always, if you have ideas for fun kids' activities, be
sure to email my mom at telesha@destein.org .
Hope to play with you at the club soon!
Ciao,
~ Enzo
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MARDI GRAS MADNESS
AT TINSLEY ISLAND
OCTOBER 2-4, 2015
JOIN CYC, SFYC, SYC & MYC
FOR DANCING IN THE STREETS
WE’LL CELEBRATE WITH DRINKS SO TALL,
A BIT OF VOODOO MAGIC,
FEATHERS, MASKS, BEADS, KINGS & QUEENS
WE ARE PUTTING TOGETHER A MARDI GRAS SCENE

Cost is $125/night Friday & Saturday nights per boat

REMINDER

$62.50 Thursday & Sunday nights

TINSLEY HOUSE RULES

plus $35 cruise fee per adult

NO DOGS

Hosted cocktail parties
BYO all food & drink, cooking implements, & dishes
Ice, stoves & BBQs provided
Dominoes & Bocce Ball Competitions
Themed Table Decorating & Dress Up ~ Prizes awarded

Sign up Today
Contact Trip Ames 415 435-1602
or tripames@comcast.net

RACE NOTES
Bù MÙ®½½Ä SãÙÄ
August was another busy month of racing. The season is going by fast; we only have two more Friday Night Races
left.
At the end of last month, our TYC mark was reported missing and nowhere to be found. Not only the mark had to be
replaced, but all the things that hold it in place, such as anchors, shackles, chain, rode, etc. So a few of our veteran
members got together and replaced the TYC mark with a brand new one. Thanks to Lon and Susan Woodrum for
spending many hours researching what would be needed and making the purchase. Bill and Susan Hoehler spent
time splicing the line and adding the red TYC letters and bands to the mark. Then Bill Hoehler and Snorre Grunnan
set the mark for the next day’s race. This was a big project and on behalf of all the racers, we really appreciate your
hard work! Special thanks to everyone involved!
The TYC mark is now a white cylinder marked TYC and has a 4-inch red-orange band at the top. As quoted by Commodore Ann, “It takes a village to raise a yacht club!”
Friday night Race #12 - August 7
Seems like everyone is on vacation this time of year as we had only three boats competing.
First Place - Siento el Viento, Ian Matthew
Second Place - Hurricane Gulch, Richard Selmeier
Third Place – Lion, Lon Woodrum/Steve Nimz
Friday night Race #13 - August 14
Seven boats competed and results are as follows:
Division 1

Division 2

First Place - Hurricane Gulch, Richard Selmeier
Second Place - Siento el Viento, Ian Matthew
Third Place – Lion, Lon Woodrum/Steve Nimz

First Place-CinnamonGirl, Mariellen Stern
Second Place-Coaster-David Wegner

Fox Hat Race
The Annual Fox Hat Race was cancelled due to lack of wind. Four boats were entered and only two showed up to
race, Joyride and Siento el Viento. We had postponed the race and decided to head down to Raccoon Straights to
see if we could find some wind and start the race from there. Unfortunately, very light air prevailed with a strong
flood. So, both boats agreed it was best to go our separate ways and tour the Bay on our own. In spite of the lack of
wind, it was nice to be on the water as it was 90 degrees ashore.
H.O. Lind #5 & #6
The last two races of the H.O. Lind Series concluded on August 22. As usual for this time of year, it was a very windy
day at the Cay. Race 5 began with winds of approximately 15 knots and by the start of Race 6, the wind piped up to
20 with gusts of up to 30 knots. There were five boats that withdrew from Race 6. Don Kunstler and Pete Riopel volunteered to be Race Committee and did a fantastic job. Many thanks from the racers!
The Ulitmate 20’s from Richmond Yacht Club had a great time. Division 1 only had one boat competing, Siento el
Viento, so that automatically gave them two bullets. Once again, Otto Scheirer and crew on Galante came in first for
the series!
Results of Race #5
Ultimate 20’s
First Place – Salsa, David/Liz/Craig Krauszel
Second Place - U Again, David Woodside
Third Place – Breakaway, John Wolfe
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Division One

Division Two

First Place - Siento el Viento, Ian Matthew
First Place – Galante, Otto Schreier
Second Place – Neverland, Aiden Collins
Third Place – Lion, Lon Woodrum/Steve Nimz
Results of Race #6
Ultimate 20’s
First Place - U Again, David Woodside
Second Place – Salsa, David/Liz/Craig Krauszel
Third Place – Breakaway, John Wolfe
Division One

Division Two

First Place - Siento el Viento, Ian Matthew
Second Place – Galante, Otto Schreier
Third Place - Jokers Wild, Joe King

First Place – Neverland, Aiden Collins

H.O. Lind Overall Series Winners
Ultimate 20’s
First Place - Salsa-David/Liz/Craig Krauszel
Second Place – Breakaway, John Wolfe
Third Place -U-hoo, Mike Josselyn
Division One

Division Two

First Place - Siento el Viento, Ian Matthew
Second Place - Two Irrational, Tony Chargin
Third Place – Joyride, Bill Hoehler

First Place – Galante, Otto Schreier
Second Place – Neverland, Aiden Collins
Third Place – Diversion, John Sullivan

Coming Up
September is our last Friday night race followed by the Tornberg Regatta on September 12. Hope to see you out there!

Joan Storer 25th Anniversary Regatta
Calling all TYC Racers...
The Annual Joan Storer Race is Approaching!

October 17, 2015
In celebration of 25 years, Joan Storer’s son and daughters are sponsoring this special
event to honor their parents, former TYC members, John and Joan Storer.
This special celebration features:
Special 25th Anniversary Trophies
Hosted beverages (No sailor will go thirsty!)
Light supper and dessert for all racers
This race is for everyone, guest boats included. The only requirement is that a woman
shall skipper the boat.
So find your favorite female skipper and get out there and race!
SIs will be posted soon, so mark your calendars for October 17!
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CRUISE NEWS
Delta Cruise 2015
The Delta Yacht Club was a perfect destination for our August Delta Cruise. If you missed it, you'll have another
chance next year. It's a great vacation for a couple or a family.
The TYC fleet—Solitaire (Marshall & Shelby Gross), Sea Turtle (Rick & Susanne Blake) and Golden Phoenix (Nancy &
Walt Bilofsky)—sailed Saturday, August 15, overnighting in Pittsburg and enjoying an Italian dinner followed by a yummy peach cobbler purchased from a street vendor and served with ice cream aboard Solitaire. Sunday we stayed at
Willow Berm Marina, and then on to Delta YC. It was a bit hot for the first day or two. Then the weather became just
perfect through Friday, when the fleet split up, heading home or to other Delta destinations.
We played golf (pitch and putt course), dominos and mah jongg. Marshall kayaked and
took wildlife photos in the lagoon. Walt caught crawdads and Nancy cooked 'em up. We
stargazed on Walt's telescope—great views of Saturn's rings—until the sprinklers went off
at 10pm.
We lolled around the swimming pool and enjoyed the cocktail hour with folks from Oxbow
YC and our host, Petaluma YC. There were 14 boats in all and it was fun to meet and dine
with new people. We must have been on our best behavior as we have been invited back
next year.
Delta YC offers a swimming pool, indoor and outdoor dining areas, a bar open from 5:30 pm, lots of gas and charcoal
barbecues, a full indoor kitchen with stoves, microwave, fridge and all supplies, a clubhouse with two big-screen TVs
and panoramic views from the highest hill in the Delta. The 500-foot guest dock lets everyone side tie and has plenty of
power. The club is family, kid and dog friendly.
So mark your calendar for your 2016 Delta vacation, the week of August 1.
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Here is a handy, comprehensive informational page to tear out or print.
These instructions are also available at the clubhouse.
Please familiarize yourself with these procedures.

CLOSING THE CLUBHOUSE
Kitchen:

Push the off button on the dishwasher.
Turn off oven and burners.
Turn off hood fan and light with rocker switches to the right of the refrigerator.
Lock back door and close the sliding window.
Take out all garbage, compost and recyclables, Bar too. Key to lock on garbage enclosure is by outer
storeroom door. This key opens BBQ cover too.

Bar:

Make sure the thermostat on the glass washer is turned OFF.

Restrooms: Turn off lights with rocker switches.

Storeroom:

Lock the outer storeroom door.
Turn off lights with rocker switches.
Lock the storeroom door to club and replace key in cup at south end of bar.

Main Room: Turn off gas in fireplace with switch on South wall.
Turn off South deck lights with switches on South wall and East deck lights with switches on East wall.
(ALL rocker switches should be pushed in at bottom.)
Turn off jukebox using remote unit and pointing it at top of juke box.
Lock all 4 sliding doors and test each one. Put pole in bottom of southeast sliding door.
Turn off sound system as directed by instructions. Do not turn off computer CPU.
Lower shades down all the way.
Turn off main room interior lights (and porch lights) by pushing all dimmer switches down until they
click 1) near bar on North wall, 2) in buffet area by coffee pots and, 3) near front door.
Double lock dead bolt on front doors.
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4
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10:00am
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Cruise
Pittsburg YC cruise in come on down to the
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Megan!

Friday
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2

3

Tinsley Island 5 Club
Cruise
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Cruise

11:00am - 3:00pm

12:00pm

Short-Handed Regatta

6
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8

Sea Gals Potluck
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PCHA Meeting

Dominos Night!
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Private Party

2:00pm - 4:00pm
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Music with Megan!

Joan Storer Womens
Regatta

2:00pm - 4:00pm
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22
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Westerlies Deadline
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Mah Jongg
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